
Different Types of Stakeholders 
“Stakeholders are 
defined as any person, 
group or organization 
inside or outside the 
organization that can 
place a claim on 
the organization.” 
 

 -NACCHO  (2010) 
Developing a Local Health 

Department Strategic 
Plan: A How To Guide.   
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Subjects: have a significant interest, but little powerPlayers: have both significant interest and significant powerCrowd: have little interest and not much powerContext setters: have substantial power, but little direct interest



Brainstorming Activity: Identify Stakeholders 
And Place on Power Versus Interest Grid 

With your group, brainstorm 
re: who stakeholders for a 
typical Local Health 
Department might be.  Be 
sure to consider internal and 
external stakeholders.  Also, 
be sure to consider not only 
those who are directly 
affected by the actions of the 
LHD, but also those who are 
impacted indirectly.  Place 
your stakeholders in the 
“Power versus Interest Grid” 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Let workshop participants know that during activities is a good time to run to restroom if they need toIdeally, participants are sitting in groups of 3-5 in a configuration where they can talk to each other.Each group should have: two different colors of post-it notes: one for internal stakeholders and one for externalGiant post it note pad (ideally with an easel) and marker to nark grid onExplain activity:Participants place one stakeholder on each post it note & then post them in the appropriate quandrant of grid.   Let them know that they will have 20 minutes to brainstorm & categorize stakeholders and after they are done they will present their results & any challenges they faced, epiphanies they had to the group (will have @ 2-3 minutes) after activity.Allow 20 mins for brainstorming activity; warn them when they have 5 minutes left; circulate through room to see if they have any questionsSpend 10-15 minutes after for each
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